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Abstract
Avoidance of adjacent consonants that are ‘sufficiently identical’ — that is, identical except for possible differences in a small subset of specific features — is argued to result from joint satisfaction of a constraint against geminates (identical adjacent consonants) and other active constraints that independently require assimilation with respect to those features ignored in the determination of identity. At the heart of the proposal is the crucial dependence of antigemination on independent assimilation processes, a prediction that is independently verified in case studies from English and Lithuanian. The factorial typology of constraints at the core of the proposal is demonstrated to closely fit a significant range of observed cases.
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1 Introduction

This article is concerned with the avoidance, observed in a number of languages, of adjacent consonants that may or may not differ with respect to at most a small subset of specific features. In Lithuanian, for example (discussed in more detail in §4), the verbal prefixes /at/ and /ap/ surface as [atʰi] and [apʰi], respectively, if the initial consonant of the stem is either identical to the prefix-final consonant or differs from it only in terms of voicing or palatalization (or both). Some key examples are given in (1).

(1) Sufficiently identical adjacent consonant avoidance in Lithuanian

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{atʰi-} & \text{eisʰtʰi} \quad \text{to adjudicate} & \quad \text{apʰi-putʰi} \quad \text{to grow rotten} \\
\text{atʰi-} & \text{duotʰi} \quad \text{to give back, return} & \quad \text{apʰi-} & \text{b'cʰtʰi} \quad \text{to strew all over} \\
\text{cf. at-k} & \text{o'tʰi} \quad \text{to rise, climb up} & \quad \text{cf. ap-} & \text{kal'b'etʰi} \quad \text{to slander}
\end{align*}
\]

McCarthy (1986) coined the term *antigemination* to refer to cases in which a regular vowel deletion process is blocked just in case the result would be a sequence of adjacent consonants that are ‘sufficiently identical’ in the sense described above. Following Yip (1988), I use this term to refer to sufficiently identical adjacent consonant avoidance in general, whether it is diagnosed by blocking of syncope (as in McCarthy’s original set of examples) or by triggering of vowel epenthesis as in Lithuanian (and in other examples adduced by Yip). McCarthy’s basic insight, which is applicable to both types of examples, is that the presence of a vowel is conditioned by the avoidance of adjacent identical consonants. This insight does not, however, satisfactorily explain why certain specific features — in Lithuanian, voicing and palatalization — may in some cases be ignored in the determination of adjacent consonant identity.

The question of primary concern in this article is this: short of stipulation, how can we determine whether two adjacent consonants are ‘sufficiently identical’ for the purposes of antigemination? The key to answering this question, I claim, lies in the otherwise expected behavior of adjacent consonants in the contexts of antigemination. In a set of contexts that includes those where antigemination is found in Lithuanian, for example, the first of two sufficiently different adjacent consonants assimilates to the second in terms of voicing and palatalization, as shown in (2)a. Thus, if a vowel were not epenthesized between prefix and stem in the examples in (1), the expected result of assimilation would be a sequence of adjacent identical consonants. An example of a counterfactual derivation of this sort is depicted in (2)b.

---

* I thank Jessica Barlow, Ed Keer, John McCarthy, David Perlmutter, Alan Prince, Sharon Rose, Colin Wilson, three anonymous reviewers and an associate editor of *Phonology*, and the audiences at WECOL 2004, SWOT 6, and UBC for constructive discussions of and feedback on the facts and issues addressed in this paper (not to mention important points of argument and style). These have all led to vast improvements in the paper, and any remaining shortcomings are my own responsibility.
In other words, epenthesis of a vowel in this morphophonological context of Lithuanian is conditioned by two interacting demands: avoidance of adjacent identical consonants, and avoidance of adjacent consonants unassimilated for voicing and palatalization. Satisfaction of the latter demand — whether or not it is in fact only one demand or two separate ones — ordinarily results in regressive assimilation, except when the result of applying assimilation would jeopardize the former demand by creating adjacent identical consonants. In such a case, assimilation is blocked and vowel epenthesis is triggered instead.

This analysis makes a novel substantive claim: any feature ignored in the determination of identity for the purposes of antigemination must be one that can be independently justified by a separate pattern of avoidance of adjacent consonants that differ in terms of that feature. This article thus constitutes a response to the claim recently reasserted by Reiss (2003), following Odden (1988), that every relevant process may essentially stipulate which features can and which features cannot be ignored in the determination of segmental identity. The view I adopt here, in line with the recent growing literature on the calculation of segmental similarity (Berkley 2000, Côté 2004, Frisch et al. 2004, inter alia), is that what it means for two segments to be “basically the same type” (Langacker 1968:169-170) is “an embarrassment to current theory” (Harms 1978:50), an unfortunate state of affairs that can only be improved by exploring independent ways in which to predict the notions ‘identical’, ‘sufficiently identical’, ‘similar’, and so on.

The remainder of this article is an extended argument in favor of the analysis sketched above, paying special attention to its implications for phonological theory and typology. Some theoretical background is provided in §2, where I also make a case for the crucial use of output candidate comparison and constraint interaction in Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004, henceforth OT). In §3 I discuss and analyze the morphophonemic alternation of the English past tense suffix, a relatively simple case of antigemination that ignores the independently assimilating feature of voicing. The slightly more complex case of Lithuanian is discussed and analyzed in §4. The factorial typology predicted by the core constraints involved in the proposal is reviewed in §5; patterns from a variety of languages corresponding to key slots in the predicted typology are also briefly discussed and analyzed there, demonstrating a satisfyingly close fit between predicted and attested patterns. A summary and conclusion in §6 wraps up the article.
2 Theoretical background

The analysis of sufficiently identical antigemination sketched in §1 above requires relevant forms to follow an unusual derivational course. Given the Lithuanian input form /ap-b't\textsuperscript{i}/ ‘to strew all over’ (see (2)b above), the counterfactual result of applying assimilation, both voicing and palatalization in this case, must be considered in order to determine that epenthesis should have instead been triggered earlier to avoid adjacent identical consonants. In other words, the applicability of one process (epenthesis) is dependent on the potential result of another (assimilation). Compare this with the more usual type of situation found with the input form /ap-put\textsuperscript{i}/ ‘to grow rotten’ (see (1) above): only this input to epenthesis must be considered in order to determine that this rule should in fact be triggered in order to avoid adjacent identical consonants, rendering the correct output form [ap\textsuperscript{i}-put\textsuperscript{i}].

This complex interaction makes perfect sense in the context of OT, for two key reasons. First, the derivation of an output from an input in OT is primarily accomplished via comparison of a set of fully-formed candidate outputs; in other words, consideration of false derivations (= nonoptimal candidates) is already a fundamental part of OT’s derivational mechanism. Second, OT decouples phonological processes into structural descriptions defined by markedness constraints and structural changes governed by faithfulness constraints. This allows for situations, such as the present one, in which one structural description is implicated in more than one structural change.

The proposed analysis of sufficiently identical antigemination thus requires at least two markedness constraints on consonant sequences. One is a constraint I refer to here as AGREE\textsuperscript{(feat)}, penalizing adjacent consonants that do not share the same value of some feature feat. Crucially, AGREE\textsuperscript{(feat)} can be satisfied either by assimilation or by rendering the relevant consonants nonadjacent, via the presence of an intervening vowel, the choice being made by the relative ranking of other constraints. This is incompatible with strict interpretations of recent work on the so-called ‘too many solutions’ problem (Steriade 2001a, b, Pater 2003, Bakovic & Wilson 2004, among others); I share here the less strict view of de Lacy (2002, in press) and Baković (to appear), who provide more relevant examples and discussion. Otherwise, I do not commit myself to any other assumptions about AGREE\textsuperscript{(feat)}-type constraints; see Pulleyblank (2002), Wilson (2003), McCarthy (2004), Archangeli & Pulleyblank (to appear), and Baković (to appear) for recent reviews and critical examinations of various approaches to the analysis of assimilation within OT.

The other necessary markedness constraint is NO-GEM (Rose 2000), a constraint strictly penalizing adjacent completely identical consonants; in other words, geminates. NO-GEM here assumes the role of the segmental OCP in previous work on antigemination (except for Rose (2000), where both NO-GEM and the OCP are assumed to exist; see §5 for relevant discussion.) For the purposes of the analyses presented
in this article, I find no reason to assume anything other than a representationally very inclusive definition of NO-GEM that penalizes adjacent consonants that are specified with identical values for every feature (3)a, adjacent consonants that autosegmentally share some feature(s) and that are specified with identical values for all others (3)b, adjacent identical consonantal root nodes that autosegmentally share all features (3)c, and single consonantal melodies that are associated with adjacent timing slots (3)d.\(^1\)

(3) Possible representations of e.g. [tt], all assumed to be penalized by NO-GEM

\[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{a. Two identical consonants} & \text{b. Two identical consonants, shared [±voi]} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[–son } \\
\text{+cons]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[–son } \\
\text{+cons]}
\end{array} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[–voi]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[–voi]}
\end{array} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[–cont]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[–cont]}
\end{array}
\end{array} \]

\[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{c. Two consonants, all features shared} & \text{d. One consonant, two timing slots} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[–son } \\
\text{+cons]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[–son } \\
\text{+cons]}
\end{array} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[–voi]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[–voi]}
\end{array} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[–cont]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[–cont]}
\end{array}
\end{array} \]

More to the point, which of these is or is not a legitimate representation of a geminate is not directly relevant to the concerns of this article. The best-established in the more recent literature on the topic are of course (3)c and (3)d (Perlmutter 1995); arguments specifically for the former are presented in Selkirk (1991) and for the latter in Hayes (1989). I simply assume that NO-GEM penalizes all basic (‘true’) and derived (‘fake’) geminates, regardless of how these are to be represented and whether they are to be represented differently. This assumption is in the basic spirit of Keer (1999:52ff) and Rose (2000:101ff).

Sufficiently identical antigemination is simply one among several ways to jointly satisfy \text{AGREE(\textit{feat})} and NO-GEM. In general, crucial violations of these two constraints can be collectively circumvented by forcing violation of some conflicting lower-ranked constraint(s) instead, as schematized in (4).

(4) General schema for sufficiently identical antigemination

\[\text{NO-GEM, AGREE(\textit{feat})} \Rightarrow \text{LOWER} \]

In this ranking schema, \text{LOWER} refers to the crucially lower-ranked constraint(s) defining candidates that, through violation of \text{LOWER}, escape violation of both NO-GEM and \text{AGREE(\textit{feat})}. If \text{LOWER} is a constraint penalizing vowel epenthesis, for example, epenthesis will be triggered whenever the only other

---

\(^1\) Whether the timing slots in (3)d are moras, syllables, subsyllabic constituents, etc. is not especially important here, hence the noncommittal symbol ‘\(\circ\)’.
alternatives are possibly unassimilated but otherwise identical adjacent consonants — in other words, sufficiently identical adjacent consonants. Likewise, if LOWER is a constraint preferring vowel deletion, deletion will be blocked whenever the alternatives involve sufficiently identical adjacent consonants.

It follows from the schema in (4) that in any situation where AGREE(\textit{feat}) and LOWER crucially conflict, candidates that violate LOWER are more harmonic than candidates that violate AGREE(\textit{feat}). The prediction is thus that candidates violating AGREE(\textit{feat}) are necessarily suboptimal even in derivations where violation of NO-GEM is not specifically at stake. This distinguishes features that can be ignored in the determination of identity from those that cannot in a principled way: for each feature \textit{feat} that is ignored, AGREE(\textit{feat}) must be \textit{independently active} in the grammar. The proposal is thus further corroborated to the extent that AGREE(\textit{feat}) can in fact be shown to be independently active in the grammar of each language with antigemination, and such is the case with the relevant examples discussed in this article. By crucially invoking independently active constraints in the grammar in this way, the proposed analysis of antigemination makes predictions and captures generalizations that an alternative analysis with an \textit{ad hoc} constraint against sufficiently identical adjacent consonants in principle cannot.

Note that AGREE(\textit{feat}) could in principle be any constraint that just so happens to penalize similar-but-not-identical adjacent consonants; the most obvious constraints for this role just happen to be the kinds of constraints that might otherwise enforce assimilation between adjacent consonants. The independent activity of such constraints, then, is likely to come from an independently demonstrable process of assimilation for each feature ignored by antigemination. When adjacent consonants are sufficiently identical and NO-GEM is at stake, both NO-GEM and AGREE(\textit{feat}) are satisfied by violating LOWER instead; when adjacent consonants are sufficiently different, assimilation is not blocked and emerges as optimal. Such is the case with the two examples discussed in §§3-4 below, beginning with English.

3 English past tense suffix

The English regular past tense suffix is a standard introductory textbook example of morphophonemic alternation (Hockett 1958, Langacker 1968, Fromkin 2000, among others). The research literature is also riddled with references to this example, with particular attention paid to it in such diverse works as Bloch (1947), Luelsdorff (1969), Hoard & Sloat (1971), Basbøll (1972), Anderson (1973), Harms (1978), Kiparsky (1985), Borowsky (1986, 1987), Pinker & Prince (1988), and Benus \textit{et al.} (2004). The pattern of antigemination in this example is a model case for the current proposal: NO-GEM interacts crucially with another constraint the activity of which is independently motivated by an assimilation process apparent in the very same set of alternations. The resulting analysis illustrates in particularly clear terms a central re-
result of the current proposal; namely that in order to define in a principled way what it means for adjacent consonants to be sufficiently identical for the purposes of antigemination, NO-GEM must work in concert with other independently active constraints that are otherwise responsible for assimilation.

The past tense form of a verb in English is regularly formed by suffixation of one of three phonologically-conditioned alternants: a voiceless alternant [t], a voiced alternant [d], and a syllabic-and-voiced alternant [ød]. (Schwa [a] is used as a cover symbol for whatever the exact quality of the vocalic element of this third alternant.) A phonologically identical suffix forms denominal adjectives (hooked [kt], horned [nd], talented [tød]); see Pinker & Prince (1988:102). The distribution of each of these alternants is summarized descriptively in (5), glossing over flapping of /t/ and /d/ in some varieties of English.

(5) English past tense suffix alternations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALTERNANT</th>
<th>PHONOLOGICAL CONTEXT</th>
<th>EXAMPLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>following voiceless consonants (other than /t/)</td>
<td>tapped [pt]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>following vowels and voiced consonants (other than /d/)</td>
<td>tabbed [bd]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ød]</td>
<td>following /t/ and /d/</td>
<td>seated [tød]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Straightforward and uncontroversial arguments demonstrating that the underlying representation of the past tense suffix must be /d/ as opposed to /t/ or /ød/ are presented in Fromkin (2000:609ff), Pinker & Prince (1988:101ff), and Benus et al. (2004). I accept these arguments and proceed under this assumption, but the basic point of the analysis is not substantively affected by this choice.

The distribution of the [ød] alternant is due to an epenthesis process, here attributed in part to NO-GEM. In order to enforce epenthesis, NO-GEM must dominate the faithfulness constraint DEP-V penalizing a vowel in the output with no correspondent in the input.3

(6) Basic ranking responsible for epenthesis

NO-GEM $\gg$ DEP-V

---

2 Pace Borowsky (1986, 1987), who assumes underlying /ød/, and Kiparsky (1985), who appears to assume underlying /t/. Another possible analysis is a consonant unspecified for [±voi]; see e.g. Davenport & Hannahs (1998:173ff).

3 Sequences violating NO-GEM occur “across certain morpheme boundaries” (Fromkin 2000:625): superrick, dissatisfied, unnecessary, vowlilike, subbranch. A review suggests restricting NO-GEM to word edges, reflecting “the stronger tendency to avoid geminates at word-edges than word-medially”. Another possibility is to block all alternatives in these contexts such that NO-GEM is forced to be violated; e.g., with a position-specific constraint penalizing epenthesis at the relevant morpheme boundaries.
The distribution of the [t] alternant is due to a voicing assimilation process motivated by AGREE(voi), which penalizes tautosyllabic sequences of obstruents that disagree in [±voi]. Both the tautosyllabic and obstruent-sequence restrictions are necessary for this constraint in English; sequences of obstruents that disagree in [±voi] across syllables are common (subcase [bk], backbone [kb], absolute [bs], baseball [sb]) as are tautosyllabic sequences of sonorants and [−voi] obstruents (apron [pr], application [pl], snow [sn], part [rt], pint [nt], fault [lt]). In order to enforce assimilation, AGREE(voi) must dominate the faithfulness constraint IDENT(voi) penalizing changes in [±voi] from input to output.  

(7) Basic ranking responsible for voicing assimilation

AGREE(voi) ⇒ IDENT(voi)

Of special interest here is that voicing assimilation does not apply between stem-final /t/ and the suffix /d/, and that epenthesis applies here instead. It would be possible to simply exclude /t/ from the set of voiceless consonants that trigger voicing assimilation, but this would not explain why exactly this consonant is excluded — the one consonant that differs from the past tense morpheme only in terms of the feature [±voi]. Similarly, it would be possible to simply exclude [±voi] from the set of features relevant to the epenthesis process responsible for the distribution of the syllabic alternant [bd], but this would not explain why exactly this feature is excluded — the one feature that, if allowed to assimilate as otherwise expected in /t+d/, would yield a sequence of completely identical adjacent consonants.

Another way to look at the situation is as follows. Voicing assimilation unexpectedly fails to apply in the context /t+d/, and epenthesis unexpectedly goes out of its way to apply in exactly this context. Precisely where one process loses ground, the other process gains it. These processes are clearly interacting with each other in some crucial way. Previous accounts appeal to extrinsic rule ordering: epenthesis precedes and bleeds voicing assimilation, accounting for the exceptionality of /t/ to the latter. The problem, of course, is that this still fails to explain the exceptionality of [±voi] to epenthesis; the fact that /t/ and /d/ are ‘sufficiently identical’ for the purposes of epenthesis cannot be determined except by stipulation.

As discussed in §2, output candidate comparison and constraint interaction as defined in OT are perfectly suited to this kind of problem. Epenthesis applies to /t+d/ because the crucial alternatives to the

---

4 Note that it is the suffix rather than the stem-final consonant that alternates to satisfy AGREE(voi). Various ways to determine this choice are possible, none of which I commit to here; among them, root or stem/cyclic faithfulness (Beckman 1998, Benua 1997) or an appeal to the relative imperceptibility of voicing contrasts in the context C_# as opposed to V_C (Steriade 1999).

5 Harms (1978:46) and Pinker & Prince (1988:106) go so far as to suggest that this ordering follows from phonology (epenthesis) preceding phonetics (voicing assimilation). Whether or not there is independent evidence for this modular division of labor in this case or otherwise, the constraints responsible for these processes are crucially intertwined in the analysis proposed here.
epenthetic candidate [tad] are each ruled out by independently active constraints: NO-GEM, penalizing the voice-assimilated candidate *[tt], and AGREE(voi), penalizing the faithful but unassimilated candidate *[td]. These two constraints thus jointly ensure the optimality of the epenthetic candidate [tad], which violates the lower-ranked faithfulness constraint DEP-V. This requires putting the rankings in (6) and (7) together and adding the further rankings AGREE(voi) \gg DEP-V and DEP-V \gg IDENT(voi).

(8) AGREE(voi) and NO-GEM together ensure epenthesis (cf. the schema in (4))

\[
\text{NO-GEM, AGREE(voi) } \gg \text{ DEP-V } \gg \text{ IDENT(voi)}
\]

The following tableau demonstrates how the ranking in (8) works with a stem ending in a [−voi] consonant other than /t/. The assimilated candidate in (i) is preferred by undominated AGREE(voi), while the faithful candidate in (ii) is preferred by lower-ranked IDENT(voi). This justifies the ranking AGREE(voi) \gg IDENT(voi). The epenthetic candidate in (iii) manages to satisfy AGREE(voi) as well as the optimal assimilated candidate does while performing better on IDENT(voi); the fact that the assimilated candidate is optimal justifies the ranking DEP-V \gg IDENT(voi).

(9) English past tense after e.g. voiceless bilabial stop, tapped [pt]: voicing assimilation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: /p+d/</th>
<th>NO-GEM</th>
<th>AGREE(voi)</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>IDENT(voi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td><em>pt</em></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii.</td>
<td>[pd]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>[p\dd]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that no ranking of the constraints is necessary with a stem ending in a [+voi] consonant other than /d/, as shown in the next tableau. The relevant alternatives to the optimal faithful candidate in (i) — the suboptimal devoiced candidate in (ii) and the suboptimal epenthetic candidate in (iii) — both fare worse on one or more of the constraints. The optimal faithful candidate in (i) satisfies them all.

(10) English past tense after e.g. voiced bilabial stop, tabbed [bd]: faithfulness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: /b+d/</th>
<th>NO-GEM</th>
<th>AGREE(voi)</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>IDENT(voi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td><em>bd</em></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii.</td>
<td>[bt]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>[b\dd]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Things get more interesting with stems ending in coronal stops. The next tableau demonstrates how the ranking in (8) works with a stem ending in /d/. Comparing the optimal epenthetic candidate in (i) with the faithful candidate in (ii), the epenthetic candidate is preferred by undominated NO-GEM, while the
faithful candidate is preferred by lower-ranked DEP-V. This justifies the ranking NO-GEM $\gg$ DEP-V. The suboptimal devoiced candidate in (iii) manages to satisfy NO-GEM as well as the optimal epenthetic candidate does while performing better on DEP-V; the fact that the epenthetic candidate is optimal justifies the ranking AGREE( voi ) $\gg$ DEP-V. (Note that the comparison between these two candidates cannot justify IDENT( voi ) $\gg$ DEP-V, because the opposite ranking was already established in (9) above.)

(11) English past tense after voiced coronal stop, ced ed [død]: epenthesi s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: /d+d/</th>
<th>NO-GEM</th>
<th>AGREE( voi )</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>IDENT( voi )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. [død]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. [dd]</td>
<td>* !</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. [dt]</td>
<td></td>
<td>* !</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ranking AGREE( voi ) $\gg$ DEP-V is also necessary to account for the fate of the input /t+d/. The optimal epenthetic candidate *[td] fares worse than its competitors on DEP-V, but the faithful candidate *[td] and the assimilated candidate *[tt] violate higher-ranked AGREE( voi ) and NO-GEM, respectively.

(12) English past tense after voiceless coronal stop, seat ed [tød]: epenthesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: /t+d/</th>
<th>NO-GEM</th>
<th>AGREE( voi )</th>
<th>DEP-V</th>
<th>IDENT( voi )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i. [tød]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii. [td]</td>
<td></td>
<td>* !</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii. [tt]</td>
<td>* !</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key here is the way in which the dominant markedness constraints NO-GEM and AGREE( voi ) work together to enforce epenthesi s. The ranking of AGREE( voi ) and DEP-V above IDENT( voi ) establishes a preference for devoicing after stems ending in voiceless consonants, but in the case of /t+d/ the result of devoicing would be *[tt], which is blocked by NO-GEM. The ranking of NO-GEM and DEP-V above IDENT( voi ) also (surprisingly) establishes a preference for devoicing in the case of /d+d/; however, the result in this case would be *[dt], which is blocked by AGREE( voi ). Epenthesi s is the next best option in both cases, violating the higher-ranked of the two faithfulness constraints, DEP-V, but satisfying both of the even higher-ranked markedness constraints NO-GEM and AGREE( voi ).

This analysis successfully explains why the conditions of potential applicability and those of actual application for each of the two processes differ in the way that they do. Voicing assimilation appears to be potentially applicable following all voiceless consonants because AGREE( voi ) penalizes all sequences of voiced /d/ preceded by a voiceless consonant, but this process fails to actually apply after /t/ due to blocking by NO-GEM. Likewise, epenthesi s appears to be potentially applicable only between consonants
that have identical values for all features because NO-GEM only penalizes such sequences, but this process ignores the feature [±voi] because of the equally high rank of AGREE(voi).

Space limitations unfortunately prohibit me from fully extending this analysis to cover the somewhat more complex alternations of the English plural suffix /z/, which triggers epenthesis not only with stems ending in /s/ or /z/ but also with stems ending in the remaining sibilants, /ʃ/, ʒ, ȕ, ȕ'. (Other suffixes that are phonologically identical to the plural include the 3rd person singular present tense, the possessive, reduced has, is, and does, and a few others; see Pinker & Prince (1988:102).) In order to explain the wider applicability of epenthesis in this case, some feature other than [±voi] must be ignored; namely, the feature distinguishing /s, ź/ on the one hand from /ʃ, ʒ, ȕ, ȕ'/ on the other. This suggests that another AGREE(feat)-type constraint is involved, this one penalizing (possibly also tautosyllabic) sequences of consonants like /ʒ+ź/ that differ in terms of the relevant feature. This result of the analysis has deeper consequences that are explored in detail in Baković (2005) and Baković & Kilpatrick (2005).

4 Lithuanian verbal prefixes

As noted in §1, Lithuanian exhibits a pattern of antigemination that is identical to the English past tense (and plural) suffix alternations in relevant respects (Dambruonas et al. 1966, Mathiassen 1996, Ambrazas 1997). The verbal prefixes /at/ and /ap/ are realized as [at'i] and [ap'i], respectively, when prefixed to a stem beginning with a consonant that is sufficiently identical to the consonant of the prefix, where the features ignored in the determination of identity are voicing and palatalization.

(13) Lithuanian verbal prefixes: epenthesis

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{at'į}-t'ęis\text{'tį} & \text{‘to adjudicate’} \\
\text{at'į}-duo\text{'tį} & \text{‘to give back, return’} \\
\text{at'į}-d'ęt\text{'tį} & \text{‘to delay, put off, postpone’} \\
\text{ap'į}-p\text{'tį} & \text{‘to grow rotten’} \\
\text{ap'į}-b'\text{e}t\text{'tį} & \text{‘to strew all over’} \\
\text{ap'į}-b'\text{e}k\text{'tį} & \text{‘to run around’}
\end{array}
\]

The prediction made by the current proposal is that there must be independent voicing and palatalization assimilation processes in Lithuanian, given that these features are ignored by the epenthesis process in (13). And indeed there are: obstruents agree in voicing with a following obstruent, and all consonants agree in palatalization with a following consonant (Dambruonas et al. 1966:17, Kenstowicz 1972:9, Mathiassen 1996:25, Ambrazas 1997:44-45). The effects of both processes can be seen in the alternations of the same verbal prefixes, when the stem begins with a sufficiently different consonant.

---

6 Many thanks to Sharon Rose for bringing these data to my attention. This pattern is also discussed in textbook form by Odden (2005:113-115), who does not include palatalization in his transcriptions and discussion (possibly for pedagogical reasons).
(14) Lithuanian verbal prefixes: voicing and palatalization assimilation

a. Voiceless, nonpalatalized
   at-práj士'ti`i 'to ask'
   at-ko:p士'ti`i 'to rise, climb up'
   at-ras士'ti`i 'to find, discover'

b. Voiced, nonpalatalized
   ad-buk士'ti`i 'to become blunt'
   ad-ga:tı`i 'to get back'

c. Voiceless, palatalized
   a-r`j士auti`i 'to cut off'

   a-p`j士auti`i 'to obscure'
   a-p`k士auti`i 'to travel through, around'

d. Voiced, palatalized
   ad-b`ek士'ti`i 'to run up'
   ad-g士d:di:tı`i 'to heal (to some extent)'
   ad-t`eistı`i 'to forgive'
   a-p`k士'ti`i 'to spare, pass around'

The analysis of this pattern is thus a straightforward adaptation of the ranking proposed for English, the only difference being that the constraints responsible for the assimilation of palatalization — call them AGREE(pal) and IDENT(pal) — must also be ranked in the same locations as AGREE(voi) and IDENT(voi), respectively. (AGREE(voi) must also be generalized so as to apply not only between tautosyllabic obstruents in Lithuanian; on the more general character of obstruent voicing neutralization in Lithuanian, see Steriade (1999).) The necessary ranking of the constraints in Lithuanian is given in (15).

(15) Antigemination ranking for Lithuanian

AGREE(pal) NO-GEM AGREER(voi)

DEP-V

IDENT(pal) IDENT(voi)

Compare Odden's (2005:115) discussion of the interaction between epenthesis and voicing assimilation: "Given just the voicing assimilation rule, you would expect forms [with adjacent identical consonants]. Lithuanian does not allow sequences of identical consonants, so to prevent such a result, an epenthetic vowel is inserted between homorganic obstruent stops" (emphasis added). In other words: even though the explicitly stated purpose of epenthesis is to prevent sequences of identical consonants, the proposed rule must still be formulated to apply between merely homorganic consonants — that is, to ignore voicing (and, in the full analysis, palatalization as well; see footnote 6).

The counterfactually expected forms that would result from assimilation alone are, of course, irrelevant to Odden’s analysis: “Epenthesis eliminates the underlying cluster of obstruents, preventing [as-
simulation] from applying” (ibid). This bleeding interaction indeed correctly avoids a disallowed sequence of identical consonants, but this is an accidental by-product of the analysis; the purpose behind it is just in the mind of the analyst. The ranking in (15), by contrast, takes the teleological bull by the horns: NO-GEM only penalizes sequences of identical consonants, and it triggers epenthesis between sufficiently identical consonants only with the help of constraints that independently penalize unassimilated sequences.

5 Factorial typology

The focus of the preceding sections has been on a specific type of pattern: triggering of vowel epenthesis between sufficiently identical consonants, where the determination of identity ignores only features that independently assimilate in the same morphophonological context. This pattern follows, of course, from just one of several empirically distinguishable rankings of the kinds of constraints under consideration. In this section I review the entire factorial typology of relevant constraints and discuss the fit between the predicted typology and the typology of attested patterns, including not only patterns involving vowel insertion but also those involving vowel deletion; for example, the original type of antigemination pattern identified by McCarthy (1986), where syncope is blocked between sufficiently identical consonants.7

My task in this section is greatly facilitated by the fact that a substantial subset of the predicted typology was first addressed by Odden (1988) in his critique of McCarthy’s (1986) OCP-based account; Rose (2000) and Reiss (2003) are two noteworthy examples of recent work that explicitly follow Odden’s typological lead. Odden (1988:462) finds that syncope and epenthesis patterns corresponding to each of the six descriptive summaries in (16) are found among the world’s languages. (Odden notes that “languages differ in what constitutes ‘identical’ segments” (ibid); I return to this very relevant point shortly.)

(16) Odden’s typology of vowel deletion and epenthesis
   a. Delete a vowel unless flanking Cs are identical.
   b. Delete a vowel blindly.
   c. Delete a vowel only if flanking Cs are identical.
   d. Insert a vowel unless flanking Cs are identical.
   e. Insert a vowel blindly.
   f. Insert a vowel only if flanking Cs are identical.

The typology in (16) is a specific range of logically possible conditions on vowel deletion and insertion, beginning with those that satisfy the OCP in (16)a and (16)f, inverting the conditions by swapping ‘unless’ with ‘only if’ to render (16)c and (16)d, and simply removing the conditions to render (16)b and

---

7 The results reported on in this section were double-checked with OTSoft (Hayes et al. 2003). The input files used with the program (and/or the output reports generated therefrom) are available from the author upon request.
(16)c. The significance of the typology is that these latter four patterns are all attested: the ones in (16)b and (16)c, lacking a condition on deletion and insertion entirely, simply ignore the OCP; even more importantly, the patterns in (16)c and (16)d directly contradict the OCP because deletion and epenthesis appear to apply only if the result is an OCP violation. These latter two ‘antiantigemination’ patterns, as Odden appropriately calls them, constitute arguments-by-counterexample against McCarthy’s account, even if the OCP is not “an absolute principle of Universal Grammar” (Odden 1988:451) but rather the somewhat weaker “parameter of Universal Grammar whose unmarked value is ‘on’” (McCarthy 1986:256).

Rose (2000) proposes to resolve this problem for the OCP by splitting it into two separate and conflicting OT constraints, NO-GEM and the OCP. Rose assumes that adjacent identical consonants can only be represented as a single melody linked to two timing slots (3)d; this violates NO-GEM but not the OCP. Identical consonants across a vowel, on the other hand, violate the OCP but not NO-GEM. On Rose’s account, then, satisfaction of NO-GEM requires antigemination (blocking syncope or triggering epenthesis only between identical consonants) and satisfaction of the OCP requires antiantigemination (blocking syncope or triggering epenthesis except between identical consonants). The remaining ‘blind’ patterns in the typology are due to other constraints simply requiring syncope or epenthesis, as under any account, with blind syncope sometimes violating NO-GEM and blind epenthesis sometimes violating the OCP.

In §§5.1-5.2 below, I demonstrate how Odden’s typology in (16) is described here without Rose’s additional OCP constraint and without any specific representational assumptions about geminates. More importantly, I demonstrate how particular configurations of the core constraint types NO-GEM, AGREE(\textit{feat}), and IDENT(\textit{feat}) make specific predictions about whether any features — and if any, which ones — can be ignored in the determination of adjacent consonant identity; these predictions are supported in each case by brief discussions and analyses of relevant patterns from a variety of languages. After a brief interim summary in §5.3, I discuss the remainder of the predicted typology in §§5.5-5.4.

In order to streamline the presentation to follow somewhat, I employ the abbreviations in (17).

(17) Abbreviations
a. $\forall$AGREE(\textit{feat}) / $\forall$IDENT(\textit{feat}) = The set of all AGREE(\textit{feat}) / IDENT(\textit{feat}) constraints.
b. $\exists$AGREE(\textit{feat}) / $\exists$IDENT(\textit{feat}) = A set of at least one AGREE(\textit{feat}) / IDENT(\textit{feat}) constraint.
c. $\Sigma$AGREE(\textit{feat}) / $\Sigma$IDENT(\textit{feat}) = The complement set of $\exists$AGREE(\textit{feat}) / $\exists$IDENT(\textit{feat}).

Within a single ranking, $\exists$AGREE(\textit{feat}) and $\exists$IDENT(\textit{feat}) refer to the same set of features, and from this it follows that $\Sigma$AGREE(\textit{feat}) and $\Sigma$IDENT(\textit{feat}) also refer to the same complement set of features. I will refer to the former set of features as $\forall$\textit{feat} and to the latter complement set as $\Sigma$\textit{feat} for convenience.
It is important to emphasize that the only kind of \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) constraint that is relevant here is the kind that penalizes featural disagreement in the relevant epenthesis/deletion context(s). For example, if an assimilation process only occurs between tautosyllabic obstruents (as English voicing assimilation seems to) but the result of not applying epenthesis (or the result of applying deletion) is never a tautosyllabic cluster, then this particular assimilation process does not impinge on NO-GEM and the \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) constraint responsible for this assimilation process is irrelevant. The result of satisfying \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) via violation of \text{IDENT}(\text{feat}) must also potentially result in total assimilation (that is, a geminate); if an assimilation process only occurs between consonants that are bound to remain distinct in terms of some other feature (e.g., nasal place assimilation only to following obstruents), then the particular \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) constraint responsible for this assimilation process is again irrelevant. Accordingly, any \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) constraint referred to in what follows is necessarily one that is not irrelevant in either of the senses just noted.

5.1 Factorial typology of epenthesis

I begin with the typology of epenthesis patterns in (16)d–f. Since I have been specifically concerned here with the distinction between identical and sufficiently identical adjacent consonants, the typological descriptions are expanded to explicitly indicate this distinction. The result is as given in (18).

(18) Revised typology of vowel epenthesis (cf. (16))
   a. Insert a vowel only if flanking Cs are sufficiently identical.
   b. Insert a vowel only if flanking Cs are completely identical.
   c. Insert a vowel blindly.
   d. Insert a vowel unless flanking Cs are completely identical.
   e. Insert a vowel unless flanking Cs are sufficiently identical.

I discuss the rankings necessary to account for each of the patterns in (18) below, beginning with the now familiar one corresponding to the English and Lithuanian examples in §§3-4, (18)a.

5.1.1 Insert a vowel only if flanking Cs are sufficiently identical

In order to describe this pattern, NO-GEM and at least one \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) constraint (\∃\text{AGREE}(\text{feat})) must be ranked above \text{DEP-V}. This accounts for the fact that epenthesis is employed in order to avoid sufficiently identical adjacent consonants, where ‘sufficiently identical’ means ‘identical except that the set of features \∃\text{feat} is ignored’. \text{DEP-V} must in turn outrank \∃\text{IDENT}(\text{feat}) in order to account for the fact that adjacent consonants that differ in their value(s) of \∃\text{feat} only undergo epenthesis if they do not differ in their value of any other feature; otherwise, they undergo assimilation. In this way, any feature ignored in the determination of adjacent consonant identity is not an arbitrarily selected one; rather, it must be one that independently assimilates in the relevant set of contexts.
All other AGREE(\textit{feat}) constraints (\(\Sigma\text{AGREE}(\textit{feat})\)) must be ranked below DEP-V, accounting for the fact that the complement set of features \(\Sigma\textit{feat}\) is not ignored. \(\Sigma\text{IDENT}(\textit{feat})\) must outrank DEP-V in order to rule out dissimilation in terms of \(\Sigma\textit{feat}\). (The possibility of dissimilation is addressed separately in §5.4 below.) \(\Sigma\text{IDENT}(\textit{feat})\) thus outranks \(\Sigma\text{AGREE}(\textit{feat})\) by transitivity, entailing that \(\Sigma\textit{feat}\) does not assimilate in the relevant set of contexts.

(19) Insert a vowel only if flanking Cs are sufficiently identical ((18)a)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\exists\text{AGREE}(\textit{feat}) \quad \exists\text{IDENT}(\textit{feat}) \\
\downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
\text{NO-GEM} \quad \Sigma\text{IDENT}(\textit{feat}) \\
\text{DEP-V} \quad \Sigma\text{AGREE}(\textit{feat})
\end{array}
\]

In the English past tense, \(\exists\textit{feat}\) is voicing; in the Lithuanian verbal prefixes, voicing and palatalization. Another example of this pattern is found in Modern Hebrew (Bolozky 1972, 1978, 1997, 2004, Od- den 1988:463); the feature ignored by the optional epenthesis process is voicing (Bolozky 1978:49). When epenthesis does not apply between /d/ and /t/, voicing assimilation applies instead, resulting in a surface geminate as shown in (20)c-d. It is not clear whether or not voicing assimilation is optional in these cases; this process is otherwise dependent on speech rate and other factors (Bolozky 1978:16), as can be appreciated from the variation between sufficiently different consonants exhibited in (20)e.

(20) Vowel epenthesis in Modern Hebrew: only if flanking Cs differ at most in voicing

a. /jāvət + tı/ → [jāvá\texttt{ṣ}tı] ~ [jāvá\texttt{ṭ}tı] ‘I was on strike’

b. /kį\texttt{ṣ}at + ta/ → [kįį\texttt{ṣ}təta] ~ [kįį\texttt{ṭ}ta] ‘you decorated’

c. /avəd + tı/ → [av\texttt{ṭ}dərı] ~ [av\texttt{ṭ}tı] ‘I worked’

d. /orəd + rem/ → [or\texttt{ṭ}dətem] ~ [or\texttt{ṭ}təem] ‘you (pl.) removed’

e. /katav + tı/ → [kata\texttt{ṭ}ı] ~ [katá\texttt{ṭ}ı] ‘I wrote’

The optionality of voicing assimilation and epenthesis, and the restriction of the latter to -t-initial suf-fixes, are matters that deserve further scrutiny and analysis. But it is clear that the situation is the same as it is in English and Lithuanian in relevant respects: all and only those features that independently assimilate in the relevant contexts are ignored in the determination of adjacent consonant identity. In the Modern Hebrew instantiation of the ranking in (19), \(\exists\textit{feat}\) is voicing and \(\Sigma\textit{feat}\) is the set of all other features.

5.1.2 Insert a vowel only if flanking Cs are completely identical

In order to describe this pattern, all AGREE(\textit{feat}) constraints must be ranked below DEP-V. This accounts for the fact that sequences of nonidentical adjacent consonants are tolerated and do not trigger epenthesis. Because NO-GEM is ranked above DEP-V, however, a vowel is epenthesized in order to avoid identical
adjacent consonants. All IDENT(\textit{feat}) constraints must also be ranked above DEP-V in order to rule out dissimilation as the way to avoid adjacent identical consonants (again, see §5.4 below). This ranking, shown in (21), therefore entails that no features assimilate in the relevant set of contexts. There is thus a necessary connection between the avoidance of only completely identical adjacent consonants, not merely sufficiently identical ones, and a lack of assimilation processes that might lead to such sequences.

(21) Insert a vowel only if flanking Cs are completely identical ((18)b)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NO-GEM} \\
\text{DEP-V} \\
\text{\textit{ident}} \rightarrow \text{\textit{agree}(\textit{feat})}
\end{array}
\]

Within Tondano words (Sneddon 1975, Odden 1988:462), schwa epenthesis applies obligatorily between identical consonants and optionally otherwise. (Epenthesis between words in Tondano behaves differently, applying only if flanking Cs are not identical; see §5.1.4 below.)

(22) Lexical schwa epenthesis in Tondano: only if flanking Cs are completely identical

a. /\textit{ka}\textsuperscript{\text{\textit{ampit}}} + \textit{ku}/ \rightarrow [\textit{ka}\textsuperscript{\textit{ampit\texttilde{\textit{\textit{k}}}u}] \sim [\textit{ka}\textsuperscript{\textit{ampitk}}u] ‘my friend’
b. /\textit{lawas} + \textit{na}/ \rightarrow [\textit{lawas\texttilde{\textit{\textit{n}}}a}] \sim [\textit{lawas\texttilde{\textit{\textit{n}}}a}] ‘his hand’
c. /\textit{ka}\textsuperscript{\textit{ampit}} + \textit{ta}/ \rightarrow [\textit{ka}\textsuperscript{\textit{ampit\texttilde{\textit{\textit{t}}}a}] / *[\textit{ka}\textsuperscript{\textit{ampit\texttilde{\textit{\textit{t}}}a}] ‘our friend’
d. /\textit{wu}\textsuperscript{\textit{\textit{uk}}} + \textit{ku}/ \rightarrow [\textit{wu}\textsuperscript{\textit{\textit{uk}}}\textsuperscript{\textit{\textit{\textit{k}}}u}] / *[\textit{wu}\textsuperscript{\textit{\textit{uk}}}\textsuperscript{\textit{\textit{\textit{k}}}u}] ‘my hair’

While there are conditions on possible consonant clusters in Tondano (Sneddon 1975:21ff), there is no assimilation of any feature between consonants, in these contexts or elsewhere. This confirms the prediction made by the ranking in (21) that identity must be complete in order to trigger epenthesis because no features assimilate in the relevant contexts. The same conclusions apply to schwa epenthesis between identical consonants across a morpheme boundary in Lenakel (Lynch 1978:15ff, Odden 1988:462-463).

5.1.3 Insert a vowel blindly

In order to describe this pattern, all IDENT(\textit{feat}) and AGREE(\textit{feat}) constraints as well as NO-GEM must be ranked above DEP-V. This accounts for the fact that a vowel is epenthized in order to avoid all adjacent consonants, whether or not they are identical (and whether or not there might be assimilation). Alternatively, some other constraints against consonant clusters more generally (e.g., NO-CODA, NO-COMPLEX) could be the motivation behind violation of DEP-V in this kind of case, in which case NO-GEM and the IDENT(\textit{feat}) and AGREE(\textit{feat}) constraints could in principle be ranked differently with respect to DEP-V.
(23) Insert a vowel blindly ((18)c)
\[ ∀ \text{AGREE(\text{feat})} \quad \text{NO-GEM} \quad ∀ \text{IDENT(\text{feat})} \]
\[ \text{DEP-V} \]

In Hua (Haiman 1980, Odden 1988:472-473), all consonant clusters except glottal stop + sonorant undergo epenthesis of a reduced (hence typographically superscripted) schwa, which adopts the quality of following full vowels across \([r]\) and \([\nu]\). The examples in (24)c,d are constructed based on Odden’s (1988:473) personal confirmation with John Haiman that insertion applies to these forms. (Note that assimilation of the reduced schwa is expected to apply only across the second \([r]\) in (24)d.)

(24) Reduced schwa epenthesis in Hua: regardless of identity
a. /\textit{dtǔ}/ \[\rightarrow [\textit{d’tǔ}]\] ‘lowlands softwood tree’
b. /\textit{kvr\textsc{g}}\textit{ʔa}/ \[\rightarrow [\textit{k’vr’g}ʔa]\] ‘Job’s tears’
c. /\textit{fzep\textsc{z}}\textit{efu}/ \[\rightarrow [\textit{f’z’ep’z’efu}]\] ‘notch, striate’
d. /\textit{krrupai}/ \[\rightarrow [\textit{k’r’rupai}]\] ‘crash down’

In this case there is of course no question as to whether or not assimilation for any features is independently expected, because vowel epenthesis happens across the board.

5.1.4 Insert a vowel unless flanking Cs are completely identical
In order to describe this pattern, NO-GEM must be ranked below DEP-V. This accounts for the fact that no vowel is epenthesized in order to avoid adjacent identical consonants. DEP-V must in turn be ranked below all AGREE(\text{feat}) and IDENT(\text{feat}) constraints so that whenever consonants disagree in terms of any feature they do not assimilate but a vowel is epenthesized instead.

(25) Insert a vowel unless flanking Cs are completely identical ((18)d)
\[ ∀ \text{IDENT(\text{feat})} \quad ∀ \text{AGREE(\text{feat})} \]
\[ \text{DEP-V} \quad \text{NO-GEM} \]

Between Tondano words (Sneddon 1975, Odden 1988:459), epenthesis optionally applies only between nonidentical consonants; adjacent identical consonants are realized faithfully.

(26) Postlexical schwa epenthesis in Tondano: unless flanking Cs are completely identical
a. /\textit{susu} \# \textit{nədo}/ \[\rightarrow [\textit{susu}nədo] \sim [\textit{susu}nədo]\] ‘every day’
b. /\textit{loï} \# \textit{rintak}/ \[\rightarrow [\textit{loï}rintak] \sim [\textit{loï}rintak]\] ‘small change’
c. /\textit{yaran} \# n\# tuama/ \[\rightarrow [\textit{yaran}tuama] \ast [\textit{yaran}tuama]\] ‘the man’s name’
d. /\textit{mapurur} \# tali/ \[\rightarrow [\textit{mapurutali}] \ast [\textit{mapurutali}]\] ‘is picking up the rope’
Again, there is no question here as to whether or not there is assimilation in the relevant contexts since epenthesis always applies unless flanking consonants are already identical.

5.1.5 Insert a vowel unless flanking Cs are sufficiently identical

In order to describe this final pattern, a ranking very similar to the one just discussed is necessary. NO-GEM must again be ranked below DEP-V and many, though crucially not all, AGREE( feat ) and IDENT( feat ) constraints. Because complete identity is not necessary for epenthesis to be blocked, either the AGREE( feat ) or the IDENT( feat ) constraints referring to the set of features ignored in the determination of identity must be ranked with NO-GEM below DEP-V. The two possible rankings are shown in (27).

(27) Insert a vowel unless flanking Cs are sufficiently identical ((18)e)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\forall \text{IDENT( feat )} \\
\Sigma \text{AGREE( feat )} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DEP-V} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NO-GEM} \\
\exists \text{AGREE( feat )} \\
\text{DEP-V} \\
\end{array}
\]

or

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\Sigma \text{IDENT( feat )} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NO-GEM} \\
\exists \text{IDENT( feat )} \\
\end{array}
\]

In the ranking on the left, epenthesis does not occur between sufficiently identical adjacent consonants because DEP-V dominates \( \exists \text{AGREE( feat )} \), where \( \exists \text{feat} \) is the set of features ignored in the determination of identity. This means that there is also no assimilation in terms of \( \exists \text{feat} \), because the corresponding IDENT( feat ) constraints are undominated.\(^8\) In the ranking on the right, on the other hand, epenthesis between sufficiently identical adjacent consonants is avoided because assimilation occurs in this case instead — creating geminates — due to the sub-ranking \( \forall \text{AGREE( feat )} \gg \text{DEP-V} \gg \exists \text{IDENT( feat )} \).

In Yir Yoront (Alpher 1973, 1991, Odden 1988:459), schwa epenthesis applies obligatorily between heterorganic consonants and optionally between homorganic consonants. Note that in the following transcriptions, \( /t, n, l/ \) represent laminal (more specifically, lamino-dental) consonants which contrast with apical (alveolar and retroflex) consonants with the same manner of articulation; clusters of consonants differing in any of these three subcoronal places of articulation count as heterorganic.

(28) Schwa epenthesis in Yir Yoront: unless flanking Cs are homorganic

- a. \( /lult + t il/ \rightarrow [lult\_\tilde{a} t\_]\) / *[lult\_\tilde{a} \_il] \ ‘cave’
- b. \( /kow + l/ \rightarrow [kow\_\tilde{a} \_]/ * [kow/\_] \ ‘nasal’
- c. \( /wart + l + n/ \rightarrow [wart\_\tilde{a} \_\tilde{n}] \sim [wart\_\tilde{a} \_\tilde{n}] \ ‘died’
- d. \( /\_ut + \_innuw/ \rightarrow [\_ut\_\tilde{a} \_\tilde{n}\_\tilde{u}nuw] \sim [\_ut\_\tilde{a} \_\tilde{t}innuw] \ ‘went and stood’

---

\(^8\) Technically, \( \exists \text{IDENT( feat )} \) needn’t be ranked above DEP-V as suggested by this ranking, but \( \exists \text{IDENT( feat )} \) must at least dominate both NO-GEM and \( \exists \text{AGREE( feat )} \) and so the point made in the text that it is undominated is unaffected.
Unfortunately, whether or not any place of articulation assimilation is otherwise expected in these contexts is not known from available examples, thus it is unclear whether Yir Yoront instantiates the ranking on the left or the ranking on the right in (27). Alpher (1991:17) notes that some speakers “routinely assimilate” laminal stops and nasals /l, n/ to preceding apical sonorants /l, n, l, n/ “when the sequence occurs across a boundary between two members of a compound or a close-knit phrase”, but none of the examples cited in this (short) section indicate whether epenthesis also occurs in these contexts.

The distinction between the two rankings in (27) represents an interesting typological result of the current proposal: triggering of epenthesis only by sufficiently identical adjacent consonants (antigemination) crucially depends on assimilation, while blocking of epenthesis only by sufficiently identical adjacent consonants (antiantigemination) is expected regardless of whether or not the features ignored in the determination of identity independently assimilate. Any features ignored in the case of antigemination are ignored precisely because their independently expected assimilation would lead to the creation of adjacent identical consonants — a fatal violation of NO-GEM, which is undominated. In the case of antiantigemination, NO-GEM is crucially dominated by DEP-GEM, some features are ignored in the determination of identity simply because the relevant AGREE(Feat) constraints are those that do not trigger epenthesis, due either to \texttt{\textbf{Ident}}(Feat) $\gg$ DEP-GEM $\gg$ \texttt{\textbf{Agree}}(Feat) (the ranking on the left in (27), no assimilation) or to \texttt{\textbf{Agree}}(Feat) $\gg$ DEP-GEM $\gg$ \texttt{\textbf{Ident}}(Feat) (the ranking on the right, with assimilation). Antigemination is thus crucially dependent on assimilation in a way that antiantigemination is not. A parallel situation arises with respect to vowel deletion, as I discuss in §5.2.5 further below.

5.2 \textit{Factorial typology of deletion}

The typology of deletion also needs to be expanded to explicitly indicate the distinction between identical and sufficiently identical consonants; the result is as given in (29). Note that since it is deletion we are concerned with now and not epenthesis, DEP-V will be replaced in all rankings by a markedness constraint NO-[\textit{V}] — which penalizes whatever vowel needs to be deleted — ranked above MAX-V, the faithfulness constraint penalizing vowel deletion. MAX-V will itself never be crucially ranked with respect to any constraint other than NO-[\textit{V}], and so I will ignore MAX-V in the discussion of each ranking.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{(29) Revised typology of vowel deletion}
  \begin{itemize}
  \item a. Delete a vowel unless flanking Cs are sufficiently identical.
  \item b. Delete a vowel unless flanking Cs are completely identical.
  \item c. Delete a vowel blindly.
  \item d. Delete a vowel only if flanking Cs are completely identical.
  \item e. Delete a vowel only if flanking Cs are sufficiently identical.
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
5.2.1 Delete a vowel unless flanking Cs are sufficiently identical

In order to describe this pattern, NO-GEM and at least one AGREE(feat) constraint (∃AGREE(feat)) must be ranked above NO-[\text{\textit{v}}]. This accounts for the fact that deletion is blocked in order to avoid sufficiently identical adjacent consonants, where ‘sufficiently identical’ means ‘identical except that the set of features ∃\text{\textit{feat}} is ignored’. NO-[\text{\textit{v}}] must in turn outrank ΣIDENT(\text{\textit{feat}}) in order to account for the fact that consonants flanking a relevant vowel that differ in their value(s) of ∃\text{\textit{feat}} only block deletion of the vowel if they do not differ in their value of any other feature; otherwise, the vowel deletes and the consonants undergo assimilation. Again, any feature ignored in the determination of identity is thus not an arbitrarily selected one; it must instead be one that independently assimilates in the relevant set of contexts.

All other AGREE(\text{\textit{feat}}) constraints (ΣAGREE(\text{\textit{feat}})) must be ranked below NO-[\text{\textit{v}}], accounting for the fact that the complement set of features Σ\text{\textit{feat}} is not ignored. ΣIDENT(\text{\textit{feat}}) must outrank NO-[\text{\textit{v}}] in order to rule out dissimilation in terms of Σ\text{\textit{feat}} between identical consonants (see §5.4). ΣIDENT(\text{\textit{feat}}) thus outranks ΣAGREE(\text{\textit{feat}}) by transitivity, entailing that Σ\text{\textit{feat}} does not assimilate in the relevant set of contexts.

(30) Delete a vowel unless flanking Cs are sufficiently identical ((29)a)

∃AGREE(\text{\textit{feat}})  NO-GEM  ΣIDENT(\text{\textit{feat}})

NO-[\text{\textit{v}}]

ΣAGREE(\text{\textit{feat}})  MAX-V  ΣIDENT(\text{\textit{feat}})

McCarthy (1986:241-242) cites Syrian Arabic (Cowell 1964) as having this pattern, but Odden (1988:466-467) notes problems with McCarthy’s account (Blevins (2003:508-509) sketches an alternative). A more promising example of this pattern is found in Hindi (Ohala 1977, 1983, Pandey 1990), where schwas delete in VC₁__C₂V contexts except under certain conditions, one of these being when C₁ and C₂ are homorganic. Schwa deletion is variable and dependent on speech rate, but Pandey (1990:308) is clear that forms in which schwa deletion is blocked between homorganic consonants are “characteristic of normal tempo, as are […] forms with [schwa deletion between heterorganic consonants]”.

(31) Schwa deletion in Hindi (“normal tempo”): unless flanking Cs are sufficiently identical

a. /\text{\textit{bap}}k + i:/ → /\text{\textit{bapki:}}/ ‘a pat’

b. /\text{\textit{n\textae}}l + i:/ → /\text{\textit{n\textae}li:/} ‘counterfeit’

c. /\text{\textit{k\textae}}n + i:/ → /\text{\textit{k\textae}ni:/} ‘a garden’

d. /\text{\textit{tata}}y + i:/ → /\text{\textit{tata}yi:/} ‘tyrannical’

e. /\text{\textit{d\textae}t} + \text{\textit{e}}:/ → /\text{\textit{d\textae}t\textae}\textit{e}:/ ‘habits’
At faster rates of speech, deletion applies more regularly in all forms — and when it applies between otherwise different homorganic stops, as in (32)c below, the second assimilates completely to the first.¹

(32) Schwa deletion in Hindi (“allegro tempo”): even if flanking Cs are sufficiently identical
a. /kaːnən + i:/ → [kaːniː] ‘a garden’

b. /aːtøːa + iː/ → [aːtøːiː] ‘tyrannical’

c. /aːdøt + ěː/ → [aːtiː] ‘habits’

Ocella states that schwa deletion is specifically blocked by “the sequential constraint of Hindi which states that two stops of the same point of articulation do not follow each other” (Ocella 1977:171, emphasis added). Ocella (1983:56) exempt germinates stops from this constraint by “treating as long consonants stops with the same point of articulation that have similar voicing, e.g., /tt, pp, etc.” The fact that geminates are allowed but not derived via schwa deletion can be accounted for here as follows: NO-GEM is dominated and forced to be violated by constraints demanding faithfulness to input geminates, but it in turn dominates and forces violation of the constraint(s) responsible for schwa deletion.

I am taking the fact that there is voicing assimilation between the otherwise identical stops in (32)c in allegro tempo to be sufficient evidence that the blocking of deletion in (31)e in normal tempo is due to antigemination. This is unfortunately the only pair of examples of its kind discussed by Ocella (1977, 1983); Pandey (1990:308) also mentions the pair [bodágar] ~ [bora] ‘worse’, which is of course identical to (31)e ~ (32)c in relevant respects. But it should be noted that Ocella (1983:118-119) does not transcribe any voicing assimilation between consonants that are otherwise not identical.

(33) Schwa deletion in Hindi: sufficiently different Cs don’t assimilate in voicing?

a. /ugət + aː/ → [ugəaː] ‘disclosed’

b. /pʰudɔk + iː/ → [pʰudɔkiː] ‘a type of bird’

c. /dʰadək + aː/ → [dʰadəkaː] ‘fan a fire (imp.)’

One of Ocella’s (1977:172, 1983:139-140) conditions on the application of schwa deletion that “[t]he output of the rule will not violate the sequential constraints of Hindi”, one of these constraints being that “[morpheme-]initial and finally, if C₁ is either a stop or a fricative and C₂ is either a stop or a fricative, they must agree in voicing” (Ocella 1983:57). Ocella (p.c.) clarifies that some of her proposed sequential constraints, perhaps including this one, are only meant to apply lexically. In more recent work, however, Ocella (2001:116-117) shows that there is assimilation of voicing in clusters similar to those in (33) across

¹ Based on the variant form in (32)a, Odden (1988:465) classifies Hindi schwa deletion as a case of ‘delete a vowel blindly’ (see §5.2.3). Thanks go to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting that I investigate the Hindi pattern more closely, and to Manjari Ocella for very timely and helpful responses to my questions about the relevant facts over e-mail. Incidentally, Ocella points out (p.c.) that the two examples in (32)a,b may not undergo deletion because they are loanwords (Ocella 1983:138-139).
morpheme/word boundaries in unscripted (i.e., recorded but spontaneous) speech. Ohala (p.c.) suggests that this assimilation may apply in the examples in (33), or that “the first stop of the cluster may be rendered without complete voicing”, but that these conjectures remain to be verified instrumentally.

5.2.2 Delete a vowel unless flanking Cs are completely identical

In order to describe this pattern, all \( \text{AGREE(} \text{feat} \text{)} \) constraints must be ranked below \( \text{NO-[} \nu \text{]} \). This accounts for the fact that sequences of nonidentical adjacent consonants are tolerated and thus that deletion is allowed between them. Because \( \text{NO-GEM} \) is ranked above \( \text{NO-[} \nu \text{]} \), identical adjacent consonants are avoided by disallowing vowel deletion. All \( \text{IDENT(} \text{feat} \text{)} \) constraints must also be ranked above \( \text{NO-[} \nu \text{]} \) in order to rule out the possibility of vowel deletion and dissimilation between identical consonants (again, see §5.4 below). This ranking, shown in (34), entails that no features assimilate in the relevant set of contexts, and so there is again a necessary connection between the avoidance of only completely identical adjacent consonants, not merely sufficiently identical ones, and a lack of assimilation processes that might lead to such sequences.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NO-GEM} \\
\text{NO-[} \nu \text{]} \\
\text{MAX-V}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\forall \text{IDENT(} \text{feat} \text{)} \\
\forall \text{AGREE(} \text{feat} \text{)}
\end{array}
\]

In Afar, an unstressed vowel is deleted in a peninitial two-sided open syllable unless the flanking consonants are identical.

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{a. } /\text{digib} + e/ \rightarrow [\text{digbe}] \quad \text{‘he married’} \\
\text{b. } /\text{xamil} + i/ \rightarrow [\text{xamil}] \quad \text{‘swamp grass’} \\
\text{c. } /\text{danan} + e/ \rightarrow [\text{danane}] / *[\text{danne}] \quad \text{‘he was hurt’} \\
\text{d. } /\text{miqd}i + i/ \rightarrow [\text{miqd}i] / *[\text{miqd}i] \quad \text{‘fruit’}
\end{array}
\]

Bliese (1981:215) writes: “Since the language accepts geminates, it is not obvious why they are avoided here.” Rose’s solution, which I adopt here, is in relevant respects just like the one proposed for Hindi in §5.2.1 above. First, \( \text{NO-GEM} \) is not undominated; constraints that could be violated in order to get rid of underlying tautomorphemic geminates (e.g., \( \text{MAX-} \mu \)) must be ranked higher than \( \text{NO-GEM} \) for such geminates to be allowed to surface. Second, \( \text{NO-GEM} \) must be domain-sensitive in Afar, penalizing geminates only within a stem (or tautomorphemically) — the result being that only geminates derived by syncope are actually disallowed, because \( \text{MAX-} \mu \gg \text{NO-GEM} \gg \text{NO-[} \nu \text{]} \).
There are several consonantal assimilations in Afar (Bliese 1981:233ff), a few of which explicitly create geminates in apparent contradiction of the ranking in (34). Most of these processes apply solely between morphemes or words, and so the fact that they create geminates is not unexpected given the domain-sensitivity of NO-GEM just noted. Two of the processes deserve comment, however. One is a process by which /h/ “assimilates to an adjacent fricative” (Bliese 1981:240). Bliese is careful to note about this particular process that “[a]lthough examples were only found at word boundary, word-internal counter examples were not found”. None of the cited examples of syncope involve a flanking /h/ (or two flanking fricatives, for that matter); the bottom line, then, is that it is not possible to determine whether or not syncope would be blocked when the vowel is flanked by /h/ and another fricative.

The other process is described by Bliese (1981:239) as follows: “In the Wollo Aussa dialect, when word-internal b follows m they become a geminate m.” Bliese adds that “[t]his occurs with the passive prefix m”, but also cites comparative evidence suggesting that the process is not restricted to this morpheme: “there is also root-internal mm, versus mb in other dialects.” This suggests that syncope should be blocked between /m/ and [b] in the Wollo Aussa dialect, but Bliese explicitly notes that [mb] arises in this dialect from syncope (and place assimilation of nasals to following obstruents) between /n/ and /b/. Assuming the /mb/ $\rightarrow$ [mm] process is indeed unrestricted, we appear to be confronted with a counterfeeding chain-shift; in serial terms, /mb/ $\rightarrow$ [mm] precedes either syncope or nasal place assimilation in the /nNb/ $\rightarrow$ [mb] mapping. This kind of process interaction attention to details of analysis discussion of which would take us well beyond the scope of this article (see e.g. Kirchner (1996), Lubowicz (2003)).

5.2.3 Delete a vowel blindly

In order to describe this pattern, NO-GEM must be ranked below NO-[v]; remaining rankings depend on whether or not any assimilation is expected to apply to the result of vowel deletion. For those features $\exists$feat that are expected to assimilate even between otherwise identical consonants, $\exists$AGREE(feat) and NO-[v] must be ranked above $\exists$IDENT(feat) and NO-GEM; for those features $\Sigma$feat that are not expected to assimilate, $\Sigma$IDENT(feat) and NO-[v] must be ranked above both NO-[v] and $\Sigma$AGREE(feat).

\[
\text{(36) } \exists\text{AGREE(feat) } \text{NO-[v] } \Sigma\text{IDENT(feat)}
\]

An example of this pattern comes from Klamath (Barker 1963, 1964). Klamath has a set of processes affecting nasal/lateral + lateral sequences (White 1973:34ff, Halle & Clements 1983:113), some of which
arise via vowel deletion, as shown in (37). One of these processes assimilates a nasal to a following (plain) lateral; the resulting geminate lateral in (37)d does not block the application of vowel deletion. (See Blevins (1993:268ff) on other processes affecting sequences of laterals differing in laryngeal features, and Barker (1964:67ff) on the behavior and distribution of the morphophonemes $||$ and $[\text{”}]$.)

(37) Blind deletion in Klamath

\begin{itemize}
  \item a. $/CV + l^* + o\acute{l}y/ \rightarrow [\text{lo/hi}]$ ‘dist. put a round obj. inside’
  \item b. $/CV + n^* + o\acute{l}y/ \rightarrow [\text{nelhi}]$ ‘dist. put a flat obj. inside’
  \item c. $/sV + n^* + a\acute{l}'a:1' + a/ \rightarrow [\text{sal}'a:1'a]$ ‘puts a flat obj. into one’s own fire’
  \item d. $/sV + n^* + alamn + a/ \rightarrow [\text{sal/amma}]$ ‘puts a flat obj. behind one’s own back’
\end{itemize}

In his own presentation of Klamath as a case of blind deletion, Odden (1988:465) cites a different set of examples with obstruent clusters arising from vowel deletion. These obstruents differ only “in laryngeal features [which] should not influence the identity calculations performed by the OCP/Antigemination constraint, since laryngeal features are separate from supralaryngeal features”. But as Barker (1964:21ff) and Blevins (1993:245ff) make clear, laryngeal features on Klamath obstruents contrast only before vowels and plain sonorants — positions of articulatory release (Kingston 1990, Lombardi 1995). Thus, in examples like [nek'k'a] ‘burns through (intr.)’ (from $/nV + kek' + a/\)$ and [č'lič'č'a] ‘strip tules with nails’ (from $/č'IV + čič' + a/\)$, the relevant sequences are geminates with glottalization in the release, not adjacent similar-but-not-identical consonants. Compare also [hosqqa] ‘puts on a dress (caus.)’ from $/hV + qoq + a/\)$ and [snoc'c:y'a] ‘melts (caus.)’ from $/snV + c'oec:y' + a/\)$ (Blevins 2003:506).

\textbf{5.2.4 Delete a vowel only if flanking Cs are completely identical}

In order to describe this pattern, NO-GEM must be ranked below NO-[\text{v}], which must in turn be ranked below all AGREE(\text{feat}) and IDENT(\text{feat}) constraints. This ensures that vowel deletion applies only between identical consonants; it is blocked if the flanking consonants disagree in terms of any features. Note that there may or may not be assimilation between otherwise adjacent consonants due to the undetermined ranking between $\forall$AGREE(\text{feat}) and $\forall$IDENT(\text{feat}), but deletion cannot feed complete assimilation between nonidentical consonants in order to satisfy the identity condition because both $\forall$AGREE(\text{feat}) and $\forall$IDENT(\text{feat}) dominate NO-[\text{v}].

\footnote{Blevins (2003:506) cites the ‘base’ of (37)d as lalamn$a$; this difference is irrelevant to the point made in the text.}
Delete a vowel only if flanking Cs are completely identical ((29)d)

\[ \forall \text{IDENT}(\text{feat}) \quad \forall \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NO-[v]} \\
\text{NO-GEM} \quad \text{MAX-V}
\end{array}
\]

This pattern is found in Maliseet-Passamaquoddy (Sherwood 1986, LeSourd 1993, Odden 1988:464). Sherwood (1986:32) describes the situation as follows: “In a sequence of syllables each containing the short vowels /a/ or /o/, vowels in odd-numbered syllables are weak and subject to syncope.” (On the interaction between syncope and metrical structure in Passamaquoddy, see LeSourd (1993) and Hagstrom (1997).) Weak vowels syncopate in several contexts; most relevant here is that they “syncopate between identical consonants” (Sherwood 1986:33).

Deletion in Maliseet-Passamaquoddy: only if flanking Cs are completely identical

a. /tep + ʔpi + w/ → [teppo] ‘he sits inside’

b. /w + ʔm + ʔm + a + w + ģl/ → [t’ommal] ‘he bites him (obv.) in half’

c. /nkwæt + ʔpi + w/ → [kʷʔọpo] / *[kʷʔọpo] ‘he sits alone’

d. /w + ʔl + ʔm + a + w + ģl/ → [t’almal] / *[t’almal] ‘he bites him (obv.)’

5.2.5 Delete a vowel only if flanking Cs are sufficiently identical

In order to describe this final pattern, a ranking very similar to that just discussed is necessary: NO-GEM must again be ranked below NO-[v] and many (though crucially not all) AGREE(\text{feat}) and IDENT(\text{feat}) constraints. Because complete identity is not necessary for deletion to apply, either the AGREE(\text{feat}) constraints or the IDENT(\text{feat}) constraints referring to the feature(s) ignored in the determination of sufficient identity must be ranked with NO-GEM below NO-[v]. The two possible rankings are shown in (40).

Delete a vowel only if flanking Cs are sufficiently identical ((29)d)

\[ \forall \text{IDENT}(\text{feat}) \quad \Sigma \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) \quad \Sigma \text{IDENT}(\text{feat}) \quad \forall \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NO-[v]} \\
\text{NO-GEM} \quad \text{MAX-V} \quad \exists \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) \\
\quad \text{or} \\
\quad \text{NO-GEM} \quad \text{MAX-V} \quad \exists \text{IDENT}(\text{feat})
\end{array}
\]

In the ranking on the left, deletion applies between sufficiently identical adjacent consonants because NO-[v] dominates \exists \text{AGREE}(\text{feat}) constraint. Note that this means that there is also no assimilation in terms of \exists \text{feat}, because the corresponding IDENT(\text{feat}) constraints are undominated.\(^{11}\)

---

\(^{11}\) The exact same caveats about the precise ranking of \exists \text{IDENT}(\text{feat}) made in footnote 8 apply to the ranking on the left in (40).
right, on the other hand, deletion between sufficiently identical consonants happens because assimilation can also apply — creating geminates — due to the subranking $\exists$\textsc{Agree(\textit{feat})} $\gg$ NO-[$r'] $\gg$ $\exists$\textsc{Ident(\textit{feat})}.

The situation is thus identical, \textit{mutatis mutandis}, to the one discussed in §5.1.5 above: blocking of deletion only by sufficiently identical adjacent consonants (antigemination) depends on assimilation, while \textit{triggering} of deletion only by sufficiently identical adjacent consonants (antiantigemination) is expected regardless of whether or not the features ignored in the determination of identity assimilate. In this case, examples of both of the predicted types of antigemination patterns exist. In Koya (Tyler 1969:38), “a vowel at the end of the word is deleted if the flanking consonants are identical (ignoring retroflexion)” (Odden 1988:463). $\exists$\textit{feat} is thus the set of features that distinguish retroflex coronals. Consistent with the ranking on the left in (40), retroflexion does not assimilate in the context of vowel deletion.

(41) Deletion in Koya: only if flanking Cs differ at most in retroflexion, no assimilation

\begin{itemize}
\item a. /\textit{naː} + k\textit{i} # k\textit{aː} + v\textit{aː}li/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{naː}k\textit{kaː}v\textit{aː}li] ‘to me it is necessary’
\item b. /\textit{aː}ru # r\textit{u}p\textit{aː} + k\textit{u}/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{aː}ru\textit{p}\textit{aː}k\textit{u}] ‘six rupees’
\item c. /\textit{paː}t\textit{a} # t\textit{oː}pi/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{paː}t\textit{t}\textit{oː}pi] ‘old hat’
\item d. /\textit{verk\textit{a}::d\textit{i} # d\textit{ig}g + t + c}/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{verk\textit{a}::d\textit{ig}gte]} ‘the cat got down’
\end{itemize}

A pattern of syncope in Telugu (Krishnamurti 1957:180ff) corresponds to the ranking on the right in (40). Odden (1988:463) writes that “a short vowel deletes if the flanking consonants are homorganic (in coronals, minor features such as [\textit{distributed}] are ignored, and along with voicing are subject to regressive assimilation)”. $\exists$\textit{feat} is thus the set of minor place features and voicing, both of which assimilate in the context of vowel deletion.

(42) Deletion in Telugu: only if flanking Cs differ at most in minor place and voicing, assimilation

\begin{itemize}
\item a. /\textit{cuː}c\textit{i} # ce\textit{p}pu/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{cuː}c\textit{ce}pu] ‘look in and tell’
\item b. /\textit{paː}t\textit{a} # tal\textit{up}u/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{paː}tt\textit{alupu}] ‘old door’
\item c. /\textit{paː}t\textit{a} # ce\textit{pp}u/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{paː}c\textit{ce}pu] ‘old sandal’
\item d. /\textit{tar}\textit{u} + g\textit{a} # w\textit{un}di/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{tar}\textit{u}g\textit{a}w\textit{un}di] ‘it is deficient’
\item e. /\textit{peru} + k\textit{o}:/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{peru}k\textit{o}:] ‘pull it out for yourself’
\item f. /\textit{ceru}k\textit{u} # g\textit{a}d\textit{a}/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{ceru}g\textit{a}d\textit{a}] ‘sugarcane stick’
\end{itemize}

The Telugu pattern has an added twist. Manner features such as nasality are also ignored, but do not assimilate: /\textit{gulaː}b\textit{i} # m\textit{og}ga/ $\rightarrow$ [\textit{gulaː}b\textit{mog}ga] ‘rose bud’. This indicates that the $\exists$\textsc{Agree(\textit{feat})} and $\exists$\textsc{Ident(\textit{feat})} constraints referring to these ignored manner features are positioned as in the ranking on the left in (40) while those referring to minor place and voicing are positioned as in the ranking on the right.
5.3 Interim summary and remarks

The revised and expanded versions of Odden’s typology of relevant vowel insertion patterns (18) and vowel deletion patterns (29) have thus far been accounted for. Of particular interest is the distinction predicted between antigemination patterns, in which ignored features must assimilate (§5.1.1, §5.2.1), and antiantigemination patterns, in which ignored features may or may not assimilate (§5.1.5, §5.2.5). This distinction arises due to the different motivations behind antigemination and antiantigemination under the present proposal, as noted at the end of §5.1.5: antigemination is due to the dominance of NO-GEM and the fact that assimilation between sufficiently identical adjacent consonants would lead to its violation, while antiantigemination is in large part due to the low-ranking and violation of NO-GEM.

This factorial typological result is also significant given the recent and independent criticisms by Blevins (2003, 2004) and Reiss (2003) of OCP-type constraint-based accounts of antigemination. Both of these authors cite Odden (1988) as having effectively demonstrated the untenability of McCarthy’s (1986) claim that the OCP is a universal constraint on phonological representations and derivations, and put forth arguments against Rose’s (2000) OT account in which NO-GEM and the OCP are universal but ranked and violable constraints.

Blevins’s sole argument (2003:518-519) is an empirical one against Rose’s (2000:101) assumption that “any output sequence of two identical consonants […] constitutes a geminate, a single consonant with long duration.” Blevins points to examples of languages in which “sequences of identical consonants can be rearticulated, but underlying geminates cannot.” Whether or not this is a “serious empirical problem” is rendered irrelevant under the present proposal. Rose’s representational assumption was made to properly distinguish NO-GEM from the OCP, as noted at the outset of §5; adjacent identical consonants violate NO-GEM, which is responsible for antigemination, while identical consonants separated by a vowel violate the OCP, which is responsible for antiantigemination. But the OCP is not necessary in the present proposal; antiantigemination is due not to specific triggering of syncope between sufficiently identical consonants by the OCP, but to specific blocking of syncope between sufficiently different consonants by AGREE(\textit{feat}) constraints. NO-GEM can thus be assumed, as clarified at the end of §1 above, to not distinguish between ‘true’ geminates and sequences of adjacent identical consonants. Whether or not other constraints distinguish these is presumably the empirical question that Blevins is concerned with, but one that does not impinge on anything of interest in the context of the present article.

Reiss (2003:331-333) also questions Rose’s assumption that adjacent identical consonants violate NO-GEM but not the OCP, and remarks that “[s]ince she is working in an OT framework, Rose could, in principle, take these sequences to violate the OCP.” While I agree with the general sentiment that con-
straint formulation in OT should take full advantage of ranking and violability, the claim that the OCP is violated by these sequences is empirically distinguishable from Rose’s claim that it is not, and in fact would not allow Rose’s account of antiantigemination to work: if the OCP were violated by adjacent identical consonants, there would be no way to compel syncope only between identical consonants.

The remainder of Reiss’s critique of Rose (2000) concerns the analysis of antiantigemination patterns that ignore specific features; I of course agree that this is precisely the empirical arena in which all accounts prior to the present one (including the one in Reiss (2003); see §6 below) have failed to provide principled analyses. But I have only addressed Odden’s typology so far, which is only a part of the broader factorial typology predicted by the free interaction among NO-GEM, AGREE(\textit{feat}) and IDENT(\textit{feat}) constraints. In the next two subsections I discuss the remainder of the predicted factorial typology. This discussion will be substantially less detailed than that of Odden’s typology, primarily for reasons of space.

5.4 Triggering of dissimilation (and blocking of assimilation)

The risk of NO-GEM violation can in principle result in triggering of an otherwise unexpected dissimilation process. This results from those rankings in which NO-GEM and DEP-V/NO-[\textit{v}] are crucially ranked above both \textit{AGREE(\textit{feat})} and \textit{IDENT(\textit{feat})}. (I collapse here the distinction between vowel insertion and vowel deletion between flanking consonants, which are primarily regulated by DEP-V and NO-[\textit{v}], respectively, by making reference to ‘DEP-V/NO-[\textit{v}]’.) This is schematized in (43) below.

\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{NO-GEM}} & \quad \text{\textit{DEP-V/NO-[\textit{v}]}} \\
\text{\textit{AGREE(\textit{feat})}} & \quad \text{\textit{IDENT(\textit{feat})}}
\end{align*}

(43) Minimal ranking necessary to compel dissimilation of \textit{\textit{feat}}

If \textit{AGREE(\textit{feat})} also dominates \textit{IDENT(\textit{feat})}, then assimilation of \textit{\textit{feat}} is expected between consonants that differ in terms of at least one feature not in the \textit{\textit{feat}} set — in other words, there is both triggering of dissimilation and blocking of assimilation for \textit{\textit{feat}} when adjacent consonants are otherwise identical. If \textit{IDENT(\textit{feat})} dominates \textit{AGREE(\textit{feat})}, on the other hand, there is only dissimilation since there is no independent assimilation process to block. Whether or not any of the remaining features \textit{\textit{feat}} independently undergo assimilation or trigger epenthesis / block deletion depends on the relative ranking of \textit{\textit{AGREE(\textit{feat})}}, \textit{\textit{IDENT(\textit{feat})}}, and \textit{DEP-V/NO-[\textit{v}]}: \textit{\textit{AGREE(\textit{feat})}} and \textit{DEP-V/NO-[\textit{v}]} ranked above \textit{\textit{IDENT(\textit{feat})}} entails assimilation, while \textit{\textit{AGREE(\textit{feat})}} and \textit{\textit{IDENT(\textit{feat})}} ranked above \textit{DEP-V/NO-[\textit{v}]} entails triggering of epenthesis / blocking of deletion.

Since the options for \textit{\textit{feat}} are in principle completely independent of those for \textit{\textit{feat}}, this part of the factorial typology results in six basic patterns. (This is of course a significant oversimplification since the
behavior of every feature is in principle independent of the behavior of every other feature.) These six basic patterns are summarized in (44) below.

(44) Basic patterns predicted, given dissimilation of \( \text{\textit{feat}} \) (43)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expectations for ( \text{\textit{feat}} )</th>
<th>Expectations for ( \text{\textit{feat}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Assimilation (blocked by NO-GEM)</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Assimilation (blocked by NO-GEM)</td>
<td>Triggering of epenthesis / blocking of deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Assimilation (blocked by NO-GEM)</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. No assimilation</td>
<td>Assimilation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. No assimilation</td>
<td>Triggering of epenthesis / blocking of deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. No assimilation</td>
<td>Neither</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further detailed empirical work is necessary in order to determine whether each of these predicted typological slots is in fact attested, but I briefly present here three potential examples, the first of the type of pattern in (44)a-c and the other two of the type of pattern in (44)d-f.

The first example is found in Spanish, where nasal consonants assimilate in place of articulation to following consonants, except before other nasals (Harris 1984a, b).\(^{12}\) Morpheme-internal \( mn \) sequences are thus not uncommon (\textit{himno} ‘hymn’, \textit{amnestia} ‘amnesty’), and heteromorphemic \( nm \) sequences abound (\textit{imoral} ‘immoral’, \textit{conmemoración} ‘commemoration’). One way to interpret these apparent exceptions to nasal place assimilation is to say that the process is blocked by NO-GEM, because NO-GEM \( \gg \) AGREE(place) \( \gg \) IDENT(place). The other prediction made by this ranking, however, is that NO-GEM should also trigger dissimilation of place (at least between nasals). This prediction appears to be only imperfectly borne out across different dialects of Spanish. Harris (1984b:155ff) cites “only one word in common use with a morpheme-internal [sequence of identical nasals]”, \textit{perenne} ‘perennial’, proposes to set this example “aside as an isolated exception”, and notes in support of this that in “[c]ertain dialects”, “the etymologically correct but uniquely exceptional standard form \textit{pere[nn]e} has been replaced by \textit{pere[mn]e}.”

Harris also cites heteromorphemic \textit{innoble} ‘ignoble’ and \textit{innecesario} ‘unnecessary’, both of which are pronounced with geminate [nn]. The underlying form of the prefix in these examples has an alveolar nasal, as can be deduced from prevocalic examples such as \textit{infectado} ‘unaffected’ and \textit{inútil} ‘useless’ (Harris 1984b:167); it could thus be said that the predicted dissimilation process is blocked by the markedness of the dissimilatory change from \( /n/ \) to \( [m] \) — something that can be achieved, for example, by a local conjunction of markedness and faithfulness constraints (Lubowicz 2002): NO-LAB \& IDENT(place).

\(^{12}\) Thanks to Colin Wilson for help identifying this case.
The second and third examples, where there is dissimilation but not assimilation of ξfeat, involve cases in which only one half of a geminate consonant undergoes a process (what Keer (1999:89ff) calls ‘geminate fission’). In Ponapean reduplication, geminate nonnasals are avoided via nasalization of the first half: /pap + pap/ → [pampap] ‘swim’, /sas + sas/ → [sansas] ‘stagger’ (Rehg & Sohl 1981). (Geminate nasals, on the other hand, are tolerated and even independently created: /mem + mem/ → [memmem] ‘sweet’, /nur + nul/ → [nunnul] ‘contract’.) In Japanese, voiced geminate obstruents are disallowed; where a voiced stop is expected to geminate, it becomes a nasal + voiced stop cluster: [koga] ‘brown’ ~ [koggi] ‘(intens.)’; cf. [huku] ‘plump, puffy’ ~ [hukkuri] ‘(intens.)’ (McCawley 1968).

The possibility that adjacent sufficiently identical consonants can be avoided by dissimilation is not unique to the present proposal and no alternative that I am aware of can disallow dissimilation in principle. The extent to which dissimilation may not be generally found as a strategy to avoid geminates or near-geminates thus appears to be an issue for phonological theory in general.

5.5 Independence of NO-GEM and AGREE(\textit{feat})

One consequence of the factorial typology under discussion in this section is that NO-GEM and ξAGREE(\textit{feat}) are each predicted to be capable of triggering epenthesis or blocking deletion independently of the other, the former to avoid adjacent identical consonants — or sufficiently identical ones, together with some other AGREE(\textit{feat}) constraint(s) — and the latter to avoid ξfeat-disagreement. In other words, epenthesis might be triggered under the disjunctive conditions and ranking in (45)a and deletion might be blocked under the disjunctive conditions and ranking in (45)b.

(45) Independent interaction patterns predicted

a. Insert a vowel if flanking Cs are (sufficiently) identical or they disagree in ξfeat.
   \[\textit{Ident}(\textit{feat}) \text{ NO-GEM } \textit{Agree}(\textit{feat})\]
   \[\text{DEP-V}\]

b. Delete a vowel unless flanking Cs are (sufficiently) identical or they disagree in ξfeat.
   \[\textit{Ident}(\textit{feat}) \text{ NO-GEM } \textit{Agree}(\textit{feat})\]
   \[\text{NO-[V]}\]
   \[\text{MAX-V}\]

I have argued throughout this article that AGREE(\textit{feat}) constraints can be optimally satisfied by segmental manipulations such as deletion and epenthesis, and several of the rankings already presented in this section crucially depend on this possibility. It is therefore interesting to note that there is a crucial distinction between the two patterns in (45) that is not specifically addressed in the ‘too many solutions’
literature cited in §2: the discussion in this literature has focussed on whether or not \textsc{agree(\textit{feat})}-type constraints can \textit{trigger} vowel epenthesis (or consonant deletion), but in (45)b, \textsc{agree(\textit{feat})} is responsible for \textit{blocking} vowel deletion. Whether or not such patterns are attested remains to be seen.

6 Summary and concluding remarks

The content of the main proposal put forth in this article can be concisely summarized as follows: sufficiently identical antigemination is the combined result of geminate avoidance and the independent avoidance of adjacent consonants that differ in terms of the feature(s) ignored in the determination of identity. This proposal was applied to the analysis of English past tense suffix allomorphy in §3 and of Lithuanian verbal prefix allomorphy in §4. The fact that voicing is ignored in the determination of identity in English, and that voicing and palatalization are ignored in Lithuanian, was shown to be dependent on the fact that sufficiently different adjacent consonants independently assimilate in terms of those features.\footnote{This basic proposal has some wider applicability. In Baković (forthcoming) I analyze an example in which an independently-motivated raising process is blocked just in case it would create a sequence of adjacent identical vocoids. Sufficiently identical adjacent segment avoidance thus needn’t depend on assimilation \textit{per se}, only on the potential for some independently-motivated process to create adjacent identical segments.}

A fundamental claim made here is that cross-linguistic differences in “what constitutes ‘identical’ segments” (Odden 1988:461) are not arbitrarily defined, and that the set of features ignored in the determination of adjacent consonant identity depends crucially on other, independently-motivated aspects of the grammar of the language in question. More recently, Reiss (2003) concurs with Odden (1988) that these cross-linguistic differences \textit{are} arbitrarily defined, and Reiss’s specific proposal is that individual rules of a language can be subject to various types of arbitrary featural identity conditions. But as Reiss notes (2003:323ff), his formalism is capable of expressing such unattested conditions as “the COMPLETE NONIDENTITY CONDITION (two segments must have opposite feature values for all of a given subset of features) or the VARIABLE PARTIAL IDENTITY CONDITION (two segments must be identical with respect to one member of a given subset of features, but it does not matter which particular member it is)”. Anticipating potential objections about overgeneration, Reiss suggests that “all attested patterns must be generatable by the UG-given phonological capacity, but not all generatable patterns will arise, due to the nature of sound change and language acquisition” (\textit{ibid.}), but does not articulate this idea fully enough to understand its consequences; see now Blevins (2004) for elaboration of a variant of this point of view.

The proposal made here suggests an explanation for the unattestedness of the identity conditions identified by Reiss, an explanation in terms of the (formal) content of the universal constraint component \textit{con} generally assumed in OT. The hypothesis is that constraints against arbitrarily similar adjacent seg-
ments do not exist in CON; there are only constraints against completely identical adjacent segments like NO-GEM and their possible interactions with other independently-motivated constraints in particular grammars. Given the very nice fit demonstrated in §5 between the factorial typology resulting from this proposal and known parts of the attested typology of identity conditions, additional constraints against arbitrarily similar adjacent consonants appear to be unnecessary. Whether or not this hypothesis can ultimately be upheld in its strongest form is an empirical question, but I am encouraged by much recent work that likewise seeks principled definitions of similarity and identity between adjacent and nonadjacent consonants (Berkley 2000, Côté 2004, Frisch et al. 2004). To the extent that the current proposal and these independent research programs are successful, we will have achieved a more thorough understanding of what it means for two segments to be “basically the same”.
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